Exterior lighting system facilities. Elaborated and commented application
technical guide

Description: It gives a detailed explanation of the Technical Guide elaborated by the Administration, for the practical application of ITC-BT-09, where the technical conditions and safety guarantees to be fulfilled by control gear and the electrical networks that feed the exterior lighting facilities system, are established.

It develops ten instruction paragraphs and includes comments, explanations and technical clarification of those key questions for the comprehension of its content.

Likewise, it analyzes the energetic and lighting aspects not contemplated in the instruction, but essential in order that the exterior lighting system guarantee certain conditions of visibility appropriate in the night.

Content:

- Application field.
- Connections to the distribution networks of the supplying company.
- Dimensioning of facilities.
- Protection, measurement and control panels.
- Supply networks.
- Light posts.
- Lights.
- Electrical equipments for light points.
- Protection against direct and indirect contacts.
- Grounding.
- Appendices and annexes.
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